ADVICE FOR AUTHORS OF ARTICLES SUBMITTED FOR PUBLICATION IN CONFERENCE
MATERIALS

Articles submitted for publication within the materials of the XIII International Conference on
Boiler Technology ’2018 should be mailed to the Editorial Team by due date indicated in the
Communiqué. Article together with graphs, photographs and tables should not exceed 15 pages of
A4 size. Articles should be prepared by authors in compliance with the following requirements:
 Preferred text editor: Microsoft Word
 Font type: Times New Roman (CE)
 Font size: article title, titles of chapters, body of the text - 12 pt.
 Spacing: single
 Article text should be arranged, as follows:
- Name and surname of author(s) without academic titles (name and surname in capital letters);
bold, left aligned,
- Name of unit represented by the author (affiliation)
- Article title; capital letters, bold, left aligned,
- Brief summary in English preceded by the word „Summary”,
- Chapters and sub-chapters; chapter and sub-chapter headings: bold, numbered with Arabic
numerals,
- Author(s) academic title(s), position(s) held and addresses for correspondence should be
placed in footer on the first page of article (font size 6 pt.),
- literature,
- Large size tables and graphs,
 Tables and graphs should be placed in main body of the text, except large size tables and
graphs, which may be placed at the end of the article.
 Graphs, photographs and tables: centred.
 Captions – graphs and photographs: font size 8 pt., centred, preceded with abbreviation
„Rys.” or „Fot.” and sequential number (Arabic numerical).
 Table captions should be placed above tables: centred, font size 8 pt. bold. Word „tablica”
(„table”) and sequential number should be placed in line preceding title (description) of the
table. Word Table and sequential number: right aligned.
 Equation numbering in round brackets (1) with use of Arabic numerical.
 Numbering of literature list line items and references to literature in body of the text in square
brackets [1].
 Body of the text should be left and right aligned
 Margins: upper, lower, right and left: 2.5 cm.


For editing footers, provide full academic titles and scientific degrees of authors and positions
held in employing entity with postal and e-mail address. Telephone contact numbers can be
provided but are not obligatory. The above data should be provided with respect to each coauthor of article.

Article should be delivered to Editorial Committee (Komitet Organizacyjny) in print and
on electronic mean or by e-mail. Enter page numbering with a pencil.
Editorial Team reserves the right to execute final formatting of the article to ensure
uniformity of Conference Paper (Zeszyt Konferencji).

